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10 Ways to Create a
COVID-Free Winter Worksite
If you’ve ever worked outside during winter, you know it can be a beast. Biting winds, blinding snow
and sub-zero temperatures add new risks to your work day. And now with COVID, those risks have
multiplied. To help keep you and your crews safe this winter, we’ve put together a list of 10 ways to
combat cold stress and COVID on the job site.

1. 	
Keep an eye on hands and feet. This is where

hypothermia and frostbite will appear first. If any
of these symptoms present, get into a warm location,
remove wet clothing and drink something warm until
medical help arrives.

Hypothermia Symptoms
	
• Shivering
• Fatigue
• Loss of coordination
• Confusion
• Bluish skin
• Slowed breathing
• Loss of consciousness

Frostbite Symptoms
	
• Numbness
• Tingling/stinging
sensations
• Aching
• Blue waxy skin

Stages of Frostbites

5. 	
Issue each worker his or her own personal safety
gear, including jackets, vests, hard hats, eye and
ear protection, hand warmers, balaclavas, hand
sanitizer and winter footwear.

6. 	
Clean and disinfect high-touch surfaces before

and after each shift. Think shared tools, handrails,
portable heaters, warmers, coffeemakers, shovels,
scrapers, doorknobs, time clocks, etc.

7. Replace face masks and

respirators when wet, soiled
or visibly contaminated. This
protective gear loses effectiveness
when compromised.

8. Winterize your cleaners and disinfectants. If your

cleaners and disinfectants start freezing when temps
dip, mix in a small amount of propylene glycol at a ratio
between 1:20 to 1:40. This clear, biodegradable solvent
is often used in foods and is considered safe for all
surfaces.
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Respiratory Protection 10

Breaks

-26 to -28°C
-15 to -19°F

1

-29 to -31°C
-32 to -34°F

1
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min.

2

55
min.
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min.
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min.
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-32 to -34°C
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-30 to -34°F
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min.
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min.
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-38 to -39°C
-35 to -39°F

40
min.

4

30
min.
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-40 to -42°C
-40 to -44°F

30
min.
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Fall Protection
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= Normal Breaks.

Lighting
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Schedule applies to any four-hour work period with moderate to heavy work activity; with
warm-up periods of ten (10) minutes in a warm location and with an extended break (e.g. lunch)
at the end of the four-hour work period in a warm location. Adapted from ACGIH 2012 TLVs.

First Aid
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Safety Consulting

16

-43°C & below
-45°F & below

9. Clean
	
and disinfect vehicles, equipment and tech

2. Wear three loose layers:

Inner layer: moisture-wicking
wool, silk or synthetic
Middle layer: insulating wool
or synthetic
Outer layer: rain- and wind-proof
with some ventilation

3. Limit headcount for indoor

workspaces, like job site trailers.
Place disposable face masks and
hand sanitizer at entrances. Keep
windows and doors cracked for
good airflow.
to lower viral transmission risk.
Adopt staggered work schedules
(providing alternating workdays,
multiple shifts, etc.) and assign the
same workers to the same shifts.
Use partitions or tarps to create
socially distanced work zones.

• Before and after eating

10. Use partitions

or tarps to create
socially distanced
work zones.

• After touching shared tools
or equipment
• Before putting on/after
taking off PPE

N-Ferno® 6818 Winter Cap & 6821 Fleece Balaclava Liner
Gear up for cold season with the Ergodyne® winter cap and balaclava. The
snug-fitting knit cap with soft fleece liner feels and looks great, while the balaclava
winter liner is made of stretchable polyester fleece and provides greater coverage
in harsh conditions.

Information in this article is sourced from the
Conney Safety consulting team, as well as
the CDC, EPA and OSHA.

23278
229272
more sizes & styles available

/
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Balaclava
Hat

N-Ferno® Warming Packs & Toe Warming Packs
Warming packs provide up to 12 hours of heat. To activate, simply open the pack.
The all-natural ingredients heat up when they contact oxygen. You can even seal
these packs from oxygen in a zip-loc bag and reuse them the next day.
31540
31541

Hand Warming Packs
Toe Warming Packs

conney.com/fallwinter

4. Implement multiple work shifts

devices before and after each shift. Clean the
non-porous surfaces (key fob, steering
wheel, seats, arm rests, door handles,
Key Times to
etc.) and soft, porous surfaces like fabric
seats. If surfaces are grimy, clean with
Sanitize Hands
an EPA-approved detergent or soap
• Before and after shifts
prior to disinfecting with an
and breaks
EPA-approved antimicrobial
disinfectant. For tech
• After nose blowing, coughing
devices, use
or sneezing
70 percent
alcohol-based
• After restroom use
wipes or sprays.
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Foiling Winter
Fall Hazards

Ice Traction Grippers

Common Injuries Continue to Occur

•
Pay attention to slippery
floors
when
entering
buildings.
•
Avoid carrying items or
walking with your hands
in your pockets. This can
reduce your ability to catch
yourself if you lose your
balance.
• Always use handrails when
possible.

Quite possibly the smartest, most user-friendly safety jacket around. This
premium-quality quilted safety jacket is packed with every feature you
can think of—and then some. Constructed with an ultra-tough 300-denier
nylon/polyurethane coating and fully sealed seams. this jacket is truly
built to last. The high-visibility yellow fabric with two-inch ANSI-compliant
reflective tape keeps you safe and seen while the black hem on body and
sleeves conceals dirt and grime.
• Longer backside keeps you covered when reaching
• Insulated with a quilted liner for added warmth
• Adjustable waist cinches snugly and securely with black
toggle-lock drawstring
• Adjustable sleeve cuffs with hook-and-loop closures
• Heavy-duty YKK two-way zipper with weatherproof snap-closure
storm flap
• Detachable hidden hood with toggle-lock drawstring and
hook-and-loop closure
• Hidden back-mounted d-ring with storm flap
• Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R Class 3 standard

• Easy-on, easy-off stretchable rubber grippers
• Comes with two replacement studs

Most of us have seen someone take a nasty spill on
a slippery winter surface or have been victims ourselves. It
can be more than embarrassing. Slips, trips, and falls cause
nearly 700 fatalities and many more injuries each year in
workplaces, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. But
you can help prevent these injuries before they occur. Look
out for your co-workers when you see unsafe behavior and
share these winter walking tips:
•
Take extra time and care
when getting in and out of
vehicles. Use the vehicle for
support. Slide your foot out
of the vehicle to check if the
ground is icy.

Type R Class 3 Quilt-Lined Premium Jacket

These rugged steel studs provide traction
and stability when walking through ice and snow.

10486
Large (fits over men’s shoe size 8-11)
Available in M-2XL

•
Walk as flat-footed as
possible
to
maximize
contact and friction if you
do en-counter slippery
surfaces

Trex® 6325 Slip-On Spikeless
Traction Devices
Spikeless, scratch-free traction both indoors
and outdoors. Strategic grooves, micro-pumps
and block siping for optimal grip on water, ice
or snow.
• Adjustable cord cinches tight for secure fit
• Easy-on, easy-off stretchable rubber grippers

• Wear
winter-appropriate
footwear with adequate
traction. Carry your office
shoes inside if necessary.
•
Avoid uneven surfaces
and maintain awareness
of steps or curbs.

40507		
Large
Available in sizes M-5XL

		
Large (fits over men's shoe size 8-11)
Available in sizes M-XL

POCKETS 1 & 2

•
Treat slippery surfaces
with salt or sand as soon
as possible. If materials
are
not
immediately
available, report untreated
surfaces to your manager or
facilities representative.

XL weatherproof chest pockets with storm laps
and hook-and-loop closures.

POCKETS 3 & 4

Oversized hidden interior chest pockets
with hook-and-loop closure.

POCKET 5

11

Weatherproof side-entry Napoleon pocket
with water-resistant zippers.

1

POCKET 6

3

Roomy and convenient left-side zippered chest
pocket with storm lap.

5

POCKET 7
Winter-Tuff® Orion XT™ Ice Traction Overshoes
Aggressive traction for all winter walking conditions, from ice to back country snow.
Provides additional stability when transitioning from icy surfaces to gravel, rock
and mud.
• Constructed from case-hardened steel alloy and aircraft cables
• Patented Diamond Bead edging grips in all directions
• Hearty rubber slings adhere securely to footwear
• Easy on, easy off strapless design
606822 Large (fits over men’s shoe size 9.5-12.5)
Available in S-2XL

13197
Large
Available in S-2XL

XXL weatherproof tech pocket with storm-lap protected
zipper closure designed for laptops and tablets.

/
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8

Convenient oversized pen holder pocket that holds
up to three pens.

POCKETS 9 & 10

9

10

Insulated and roomy fleece-lined hand pockets with
water-resistant zippers.

POCKET 11

11
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POCKET 8

more sizes & styles available

4

Easy-access clear badge holder protected with a hook-and-loop
closure with storm-lap overlay.

Prevent slip-and-fall injuries when working on ice and snow with durable, over-theboot traction. The wide-opening gusset and multiple adjustment points easily slip
over work boots. The tungstencarbide studded outsole stabilizes you on icy, snowy
surfaces. Waterproof 40-denier nylon upper is molded directly to the polyurethane
sole for ultimate dryness, year after year.
• Lightweight, anti-fatigue design for all-day comfort
• Heel counter-stabilizer prevents side-to-side rolling
• Hi-vis 360-degree reflective accents
• Roll-away gaiter for 20 inches of deep-snow protection

ICETrekkers® Diamond Grip™

2
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Type R Class 3 Quilt-Lined Bomber Jacket
A hard-working quilted bomber jacket that stands up to the toughest working conditions.
Constructed of 300-denier nylon with a polyurethane coating and tape-sealed seams, this
jacket is also waterproof. Smart pocket sizing and placement securely hold your belongings
while two-inch reflective tape makes sure you’re seen.
• Convenient pockets for work ID, mobile phone, storage and more
• Insulated with a quilted liner for added warmth
• Adjustable sleeve cuffs and waist
• Detachable hidden hood with toggle-lock drawstring
• Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R Class 3 standard
34827
Large
Available in sizes M-4XL

Job Sight Zip-Up High-Visibility
Hooded Sweatshirt: Fluorescent Yellow-Green
How do you make the hoodie even better? Use high-density polyester sweatshirt
fabric that’s ultra-warm yet breathable. Then make it visible day or night with
fluorescent fabric with two-inch reflective stripes. Two roomy pockets keep hands
warm and small tools within reach.
• Ultra-warm, breathable sweatshirt construction
• Fluorescent fabric for daytime visibility
• Reflective stripes for nighttime visibility
• Meets ANSI/ISEA 107 Type R Class 3 standard

High-Visibility Hooded Sweatshirt
with Teflon® Fabric Protector
It’s like a hoodie with safety super powers. Cold wind and rain are no match for
the dependable warmth and water-repellent qualities of this heavyweight hoodie.
Unlike the invisible force field of Teflon® fabric protector, you’ll be seen day and
night due to fluorescent fabric and reflective striping.
• High-vis fluorescent yellow with reflective stripes
• Teflon® fabric protector for water resistance
• Meets ANSI/ISEA 107 Type R Class 3 standard
38277
Hi-Vis Yellow, Large
Available in S-6XL

180140
Large
Available in S-5XL

Custom imprints available for most jackets, sweatshirts
and vests. Contact our Customs Team – 877.843.3762
or email customs@conney.com

Icon™ Breathable
High-Visibility Jacket

16160
Large
Available in M-5XL

Luminator™ Two-Tone High-Visibility
Quilted Bomber Jacket

High-Visibility Waterproof
Jacket with DOT Striping
and Quilted Liner
Count on this easy-wearing bomber to shelter you
from the storm. An integrated quilted liner chases
chills while the polyurethane coating repels rain,
slush, snow — even unexpected road splashes. Black
fabric in all the right places hides dirt and grime.
• Reflective DOT striping keeps you safe and seen,
night and day
• Integrated quilted liner, tuck-away hood and
fleece-lined collar keep out the cold
• Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3 Type R standard

When being seen day and night is a top priority,
this high-vis rainproof bomber is your go-to gear.
The bright fluorescent lime fabric provides daytime
visibility while two-inch silver reflective stripes keep
you safe and seen in low light. Black fabric in all the
right places hides dirt and grime.
• Quilted liner for added warmth
• Detachable drawstring hood with pull stops
• Plentiful pockets: two front zipper pockets,
cell phone pocket, three inner pockets and
two mic-tab holders
• Meets ANSI / ISEA 107-2015 Class 3 Type R standard

38263

68328

Large

Available in S-6X, LT-4T
more sizes & styles available

/
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Type R Class 2 Mesh Two-Tone Vest

Type R Class 2 Mesh Traffic Vest

Keep everyone on your crew safe, seen and cool. Fluorescent yellow mesh and
two-inch reflective stripes ensure high visibility, day or night. Made from durable 100
percent polyester mesh, this safety vest is machine washable.
• 24-hour visibility with fluorescent fabric and reflective stripes
• Easy-on, easy-off zipper
• Inside pocket and two mic tabs

Easy-on, easy-off convenience that boosts visibility (and compliance). Breathable
fluorescent polyester mesh with two-inch reflective stripes keep you seen day or
night. The quick hook-and-loop closure and machine-washable construction is
ideal for road crews, utility workers, surveyors and more.
• 24-hour visibility with fluorescent fabric and reflective stripes
• Hook-and-loop front closure
• Inside pocket and two mic tabs

11542
Large/X-Large
Available in S-5XL and Orange

14455
Large/X-Large
Available in S-5XL and Orange

conney.com/fallwinter

Bring on the rain and wind—this workhorse has your
back. Polyurethane-coated polyester and stitched
and taped seams give you 100 percent waterproof
protection. The two-way zipper with storm fly front
and throat guard seals out wind and rain. In back, a
fully vented cape keeps you cool while the on-board
D-ring provides quick fall harness connection.
• Convenient pockets for work ID, mobile phone,
storage and more
• PU coating, sealed seams and storm fly front
keep you dry
• Two-inch reflective tape and fluorescent fabric
ensures around-the-clock visibility
• Black hem and sleeves hide dirt and grime
• Meets ANSI/ISEA 107 Type R Class 3 standard
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Which winter
glove is right
for you?

Cotton or foam insulation
This is a lightweight, economical and relatively dexterous
option. It’s the most basic type of lining for winter gloves
and is not always desirable due to the high absorbency level,
which can wick away heat at a rapid pace.

Thinsulate™ insulation

Whether your gloves are for work or
driving, they must have two specific
features to be considered winter gloves
—an exterior layer and an interior lining.
Some gloves have additional layers,
but two is the threshold. Once you’ve
determined the type of hand protection
you need, consider the inside glove
lining that will be most appropriate for
your task and work environment. Gloves
with a removable liner, like Thermastat®
Insulating Liner Gloves, can be separated
and used as a non-insulated protective
glove, a non-protective thermal glove,
or paired together for protection and
warmth. These gloves are very good at
wicking moisture and keeping hands
dry and warm. When determining how
much insulation you need, consider
the temperature of the environment in
which you will be working. Some glove
manufacturers, like Superior Glove™,
temperature-rate their gloves to help
you decide which glove is right for
your working conditions.

This innovative insulation option is a trademark of 3M™. It
provides superior insulation and warmth, without adding bulk
to the gloves. Typically, gloves with Thinsulate™ lining are
much thinner than other winter work gloves. Thinsulate™ lining
allows moisture to escape.

Pile insulation
This is a heavyweight synthetic option. It provides good
insulation and comfort. Pile creates more loft to trap warmth.

Fleece insulation
This liner type is lightweight, but warmer than cotton/foam
insulation options. It’s also less bulky than other liners.

Dagger® X4 UC Cut-Resistant Gloves: Gray
The ideal blend of cut protection, comfort and control. 18-gauge high-performance
polyethylene (HPPE), glass fibers and steel fibers provide ANSI A4 cut-resistance
with unrivaled dexterity. Wear alone or as a liner under leather, mechanic-style,
disposable or chemical gloves.
• ANSI Level 4 cut resistance
• Elongated cuffs for added wrist protection
• Constructed from polyurethane, HPPE, glass fiber, steel, spandex, nylon
and polyester

High-Visibility Insulated Cold Snap™ Gloves:
Terry Cloth, Foam Latex Coated

53472
Large
Available in S-2XL

57018
Large
Available in S-XL

Warmth, abrasion protection and grip, even in the bitter cold. The heavyweight
terry shell provides extra warmth for outdoor and indoor work. The foam latex
coating on the palm and fingers gives added abrasion resistance and grip.
• Foam latex on palm and fingers for grip and abrasion protection
• High-visibility design ensure you’re seen in all light conditions

Acrylic insulation
This fast-drying lining option provides excellent warmth, but is
a little more bulky than other liners. Terry loop acrylic creates
loft to trap warmth.

Waterproof liners
There are many waterproof lining options available, which
can be beneficial if you’re working in cold, wet conditions.
Waterproof liners provide excellent wind protection and
maintain heat better than non-waterproof options.

Essential Glove Features
Hi-Vis

Leather

Kevlar

Oil/Solvent Resistant

Anti-Abrasion

Cut Resistant

Reinforced Thumb

Impact Resistant

Puncture Resistant

more sizes & styles available

/
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The wear resistance of leather, with added impact protection. Neoprene knuckles
absorb shocks while the waterproof, yet breathable knit and curved design provide
all-day comfort. Hook-and-loop wrist closures ensure easy-on, easy-off convenience.
• M-patch palm and fingertip grips for supreme dexterity
• Neoprene-reinforced knuckles for impact protection
• Heatlok™ lined for added warmth

Essential knuckle protection in a yellow reflective fabric. These gloves wear like
leather, but feature added impact protection. Neoprene knuckles absorb shocks
while the waterproof, yet breathable knit and curved design provide all-day comfort. Hook-and-loop wrist closures ensure easy-on, easy-off convenience.
• High-vis yellow on back of hand
• M-patch palm and fingertip grips for supreme dexterity
• Neoprene-reinforced knuckles for impact protection
• Heatlok™ lined for added warmth

44850
Large
Available in S-2XL

44862
Large
Available in S-2XL

Armor Skin™ Heatlok™ Lined Waterproof Gloves

conney.com/fallwinter

Water Resistant

Armor Skin™ Hi-Vis Heatlok™ Lined Waterproof Gloves
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23°F

-20°F

SnowForce™ Extreme Cold Winter Gloves
Your go-to glove for dexterity and grip, even in cold, wet conditions.
Water-repellant and quick-drying, this lightweight glove delivers all-day
comfort even in sub-zero working conditions.
• Micropore PVC coating for flexibility in sub-zero temperatures
• Palm coated for excellent wet and dry grip
• Warm, insulating fleece lining

Get your grip with a tough glove that’s waterproof, windproof and chillproof. Porelle
Ski-Dri2™ waterproof, breathable inserts lock out water and wind while wicking
sweat. A Kevlar®/stainless steel layer and padded knuckle strap protects against
hard knocks, scrapes and abrasions.
• Three layers of bulk-free insulation
• Protective Kevlar®/stainless steel layer and padded knuckle strap
• Flexible, anti-slip palm and fingertips
• ASTM ANSI level 3 puncture resistance

75662
Large
Available in S-2XL

29607
Large
Available in M-XL

Dexterity® Winter-Lined Nylon Gloves with PVC Palm

Memphis® Ninja® Ice Gloves: Nylon, Fully PVC Coated

Cold-weather, waterproof hand protection that delivers a sure grip. Equipped with
a waterproof latex coating and insulated liner, this glove protects you from the
elements. The pre-curved design minimizes fatigue and enhances grip performance.
• Waterproof closed-cell latex dip
• Sandy latex palm for dependable grip
• 13-gauge nylon shell in hi-vis orange
• Soft-brushed 10-gauge insulted acrylic liner

Extreme cold and wetness are no match for the Ninja. A dual shell of a seven-gauge
acrylic terry and 15-gauge nylon, along with a flexible thermal liner, keeps hands
warm and dry. Proprietary Hydropellent Technology™ repels liquids and delivers
grip in both wet and dry conditions. This same layer also cushions the hand and
minimizes impacts. The combined result is a thermal lining that stays soft and
flexible in temperatures as low as -58ºF.
• 7-gauge acrylic terry liner
• 15-guage nylon exterior liner
• Hydropellent Technology™ repels liquids

81349
Large
Available in S-2XL

16238
Large
Available in M-2XL

25°F

5°F

Emerald CX® Cut-Resistant Kevlar®/Steel
Winter Glove with PVC Palm

Keep hands warm and responsive for cold-weather driving. Strong,
abrasion-resistant goatskin provides cold-weather comfort for working hands.
• High tensile-strength goatskin protects against abrasions
• Keystone thumbs enhance durability and comfort
• Brushed jersey fleece interior with 100 g Thinsulate™ lining delivers
long-lasting warmth in temperatures as low as 5°F

Protect hands from cuts and lacerations in cold-weather conditions. A high-performance
Kevlar®/steel knit paired with a high-grip palm keep you safe and in control.
• Blended Kevlar®/steel knit for cut protection
• PVC palm coat provides a wet and dry grip
• Insulating acrylic fleece lining
• Touchscreen compatible

75668
Large
Available in S-2XL

75673
Large
Available in S-2XL

/
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Social Distancing Floor Tape:
Polyester Overlaminate, Yellow/Black
Mark a safe six-foot distance with this self-adhesive floor tape. Just cut to
desired length and place on floor.
• Highly visible and effective social distancing reminder
• Provides guidance for lines and high-traffic areas
• “Please Keep About 6 Feet (2 m) Distance” repeats every 18 inches
99256

/

800.356.9100

4”x100”

3M™ Ultra Durable Floor Marking Tape 971, 33 mil, Yellow
For heavy-duty tasks, choose a heavy-duty tape. This durable floor marking tape
withstands heavy traffic with vivid colors that endure heavy industrial abrasion
from forklifts, pallets and more.
• Polylactic acid (PLA) backing and rubber adhesive withstand heavy
industrial traffic
• Non-curling backing resists edge lift
• Bonds strongly to floors with clean, one-piece removal
51806
2” X 36 yds.
Available in sizes: 3” X 36 yds, 4” X 36 yds.

conney.com/fallwinter

Endura® Goat-Grain Driver Gloves with Kevlar® Liner

more sizes & styles available

Emperor Penguin Winter Lined Sandy Latex Glove:
13-Gauge, Orange
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75%
Using scraper and wiper
mats eliminate as much as

Direct Safety® Matting
Workplace matting is a must-have for winter. And Direct Safety®
matting is affordable, customizable and durable. Choose from antifatigue matting, outdoor matting, entrance matting and more. To keep
dirt, mud, snow and slush from creating a mess and dangerous fall
hazards, pair outdoor matting (like the Direct Safety® Outdoor Defend or
Outdoor Refuge mats) with indoor wiper entrance mats (like the Direct
Safety® Expedition Saxony or Ridge mats).

of dirt

being tracked into a building.

3M™ Versaflo™ Easy Clean PAPR Kit TR-300N+ ECK
A versatile, maintenance-free, ready-to-use particulate protection system ideal for
pharmaceutical, healthcare and food safety use. Disposable hood allows caregivers
to spend less time cleaning and more time on task. Sleek, contoured design with
smooth outer surfaces enables work in tight spaces. Select from two flow rate
options (6.5 CFM and 7.2 CFM) for greater user versatility and comfort.
• Wide field of vision compatible with safety eyewear
• User-friendly quick-release connection and kink-resistant breathing tube
• Convenient, maintenance-free disposable hood
• Dual audible and visual alarm indicates low battery and low flow
• Includes hood with integrated head suspension, length-adjustable breathing tube,
easy-clean belt, high-capacity battery, battery charger, HE filter/pre-filter and
airflow indicator
• NIOSH-approved

3M™ Versaflo™ Healthcare PAPR Kit TR-300N+
High-efficiency, ready-to-use particulate protection system with patient-friendly
features. Enhanced visor design and wider field of vision allows patients to see
caregiver’s entire face. The uniquely shaped headcover enables easy, hassle-free
access to ears and stethoscope. Select from two flow rate options
(6.5 CFM and 7.2 CFM) for greater user versatility and comfort.
• Patient-friendly design with whole-face visibility
• Caregiver-friendly quick-release connection and kink-resistant breathing tube
• Convenient, maintenance-free disposable hood
• Includes headcover, lenght-adjustable breathing tube with cover, carrying bag,
easy-clean belt, high-capacity battery, battery charger and HE filter/pre-filter
76486
76487

Small/Medium
Medium/Large

76484

Expedition Saxony
Entrance Mat

61401

For outstanding absorption and
durability, choose the classic Direct
Safety® Expedition Saxony
Entrance Mat.

The top-selling Expedition Ridge
provides good performance at a
value price.

Recommended for use in medium- to
high-traffic entrances.

Recommended for use in
medium-traffic indoor entrances.

Available in these sizes:
2' x 3', 3' x 5', 3' x 10',
4' x 6', & 4' x 8'

Available in these sizes:
2'x3', 3'x5', 3'x10',
4'x6', & 4'x8'

Colors:

Custom sizes available!

The Direct Safety® Outdoor Defend
Mat provides classic fingertip construction with outstanding cleaning
action and anti-slip performance.

TM

3M™ PELTOR™
WS™ LiteCom Plus Headset
with Headband

Recommended for medium to
high-traffic outdoor entrances and
snowy or muddy conditions.

WS™ LiteCom Plus

Available in these sizes:
24" x 32" , 32" x 39", 36" x 60"
& 36" x 72"
Custom sizes available!

Hand Sanitizer Lock Box
Keep hand sanitizer readily available and protected from theft with this
lockable box.
• Steel construction provides strong, dependable protection
• Lockable design deters theft
• Includes mounting hardware
99248

more sizes & styles available

/

Colors:

Custom sizes available!

Steel, Blue/White

visit conney.com/fallwinter
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72451

Outdoor Refuge Mat

Recommended for hightraffic
outdoor entrances.
Available in these sizes:
3' x 5' & 4' x 6'
Custom sizes available!

Ovation Holes Anti-Fatigue Mat
The Direct Safety® Ovation Anti-Fatigue Mat is manufactured from a hard-wearing rubber compound, and features holes
that drain away liquids from the work area. Recommended for use in wet areas and food processing areas, as well as oily
and greasy industrial workstations. Thickness: 5/8-in.
• Modular size-to-fit matting with built-in connectors
• Nib backing elevates mat for improved drainage
• Available with black or yellow edging
Available in these sizes:
3' x 3' & 3' x 39'

36011

The popular Outdoor Refuge Mat
provides great shoe-scraping
performance, durability and
weather resistance.
Thickness: 1/4-in.

88330

conney.com/fallwinter

73766

98771

TR-300N+ ECK Kit

Outdoor Defend Mat

Get clear, hands-free radio communication,
even in loud environments. This
next-generation headset uses analog
UHF two-way radio technology with 22
pre-programmed FRS channels, giving
you dependable communication.
Bluetooth® multi-point technology
connects to another Bluetooth® device.
The waterproof, dustproof IP68 noisecanceling boom microphone withstands
the rigors of demanding work environments.
• Two-way UHF radio with 22 FRS channels
• Simple, intuitive controls
• Environmental listening sensors protect hearing in noisy conditions
• Meets IP54 standard for water and dust resistance

Expedition Ridge
Entrance Mat
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3M™ Solus™ 2000 Series, Scotchgard™ Anti-Fog Coating, Clear AF-AS Lens
The innovative 3M™ Solus™ 2000 Series safety glasses are designed with adjustable ratchet temples and Scotchgard™
anti-fog coating, which resists fogging longer than traditional anti-fog coatings, even after up to 25 washings with water.
Polycarbonate lenses absorb 99.9 percent of UVA and UVB rays. Glasses meet the requirements of the ANSI Z87.1-2015
Standard as an Impact Rated Spectacle.

Boost safety compliance with the safety glasses that comfortably fit almost
everyone. The one-piece wraparound polycarbonate lens offers full-brow
protection and a wide, unobstructed field of vision. The foam seal protect eyes
from dirt and debris.
• Wide, unobstructed field of vision
• Frameless, sleek spatula temple styling
• Meets ANSI Z87.1-2015 standard for impact resistance
59829
59830

Frame Color:

OTG Safety Glasses: Anti-Fog Lens

Dakota Foam Safety Glasses: Anti-Fog Lens

Clear
Gray

Lens Color:		

Anti-Fog, Anti-Scratch

Keep a low profile with these sleek over-the-glass polycarbonate wraparound
safety glasses. The clear wraparound design protects you from all sides.
The anti-fog coating gives you clear sightlines while blocking 99.9 percent of UV rays.
• Anti-fog polycarbonate lens
• Clear polycarbonate frame for unobstructed views
• Integrated stay-in-place nose piece
• 99.9% UV protection
• Meets ANSI Z87.1-2015 standard for impact resistance
59779

Clear

Lens Coating:
Anti-Fog, Anti-Scratch
Anti-Fog, Anti-Scratch

59151

59142

Dakota Safety Glasses
This versatile safety eyewear offers the flexibility to fit any face shape. One-piece
wraparound polycarbonate lens produces full brow protection and a wide,
unobstructed field of vision.
• Meets ANSI Z87.1-2015 standard for impact resistance
• Small frame and readers available
Frame Colors:

Genesis® Safety Glasses: Uvextreme Anti-Fog and Hardcoat

Genesis® Safety Glasses: HydroShield™ Anti-Fog Lens
Boost the performance of your impact-absorbing Uvex® Genesis® safety glasses with
the dual-action HydroShield™ anti-fog and anti-scratch coating. It prevents fogging
for up to 60 times longer while doubling your lens scratch protection. Uvextreme
coating blocks 99.9 percent of UV rays.
• Clear lenses for accurate vision indoors
• Tough polycarbonate lenses diffuse and deflect impacts
• Adjustable temple length and three-position ratchet inclination for comfortable fit
• Meets standards for ANSI Z87.1-2015 and CSA Z94.3
Frame Colors:

Lens Colors:

Coatings:
HydroShield Anti-Fog

These anti-fog wraparounds are like a UV shock absorber for your eyes. The unique
ventilation channel reduces moisture buildup and fogging. Lenses are easy and
economical to replace. Prescription and reader inserts are also available.
• Tough polycarbonate lenses diffuse and deflect impacts
• Lens tints for most tasks and conditions
• Adjustable temple length and three-position ratchet inclination for
comfortable fit
• Uvextreme coating blocks 99.9% of UV rays
• Meets standards for ANSI Z87.1-2015 and CSA Z94.3
Frame Colors:

Lens Colors:

Coatings:
Uvextreme Anti-Fog,
Ultradura Hardcoat

Coatings:
Anti-Fog,
Hardcoat

Lens Colors:

Coatings:
Anti-Fog,
Hardcoat

Which lens tint color is best for your task? Different colors
filter light in different ways, which makes some tints better
suited for certain tasks. For blocking UV light, lens color does
not matter. In fact, clear lenses can block UV light as well as
dark-colored lenses.

You can enhance tint performance even further with
mirrored and polarized coatings. Mirrored lenses provide
additional light and glare deflection. Polarization boosts visual
acuity and glare reduction in highly reflective areas (near water,
metal surfaces, etc.).

Blue Enhances contours and color perception. Reduces glare in bright conditions (like snowy worksites) and near highly reflective surfaces
(like water, glass or metal structures). Also ideal when working with sodium vapor lighting.
Brown, Espresso For bright sunlight and high-glare conditions that can increase eye strain and fatigue.
and Copper

Gray Minimizes outdoor sunlight and glare. Enables accurate color perception.

The solution is anti-fog lenses. The coating
resists fogging even in extremely hot, cold
or humid conditions. Check out the anti-fog
lens options featured on these pages and
at conney.com.

Dark Gray Minimizes eye fatigue due to sunlight and outdoor glare.
Green Reduces glare while boosting contrast and sharpness. Preserves color balance. Certain green shades reduce eyestrain.
Ideal for precise tasks.
Red and For indoor tasks where high contrast and enhanced detail perception is needed (like during inspections). Also soothes
Vermilion eyes for extended wear.

visit conney.com/fallwinter

/

800.356.9100

conney.com/fallwinter

/

Frame Colors:

Safety Lens Color Guide

Yellow, Orange Increases contrast in hazy, foggy or low-light conditions.
and Amber
more sizes & styles available

Kohesion safety glasses feature a wraparound lens that brings together an
unobstructed field of vision and superior side protection. Non-slip rubber temple
tips and an integrated nosepiece produce a custom fit.
• Meets ANSI Z87.1-2015 standard for impact resistance

Clear Ideal for most indoor work.

Fogging Up?
Safety glass fogging up can be a serious
hazard year round — especially when
wearing face masks. Besides blocking
vision, workers’ eyes are exposed to
safety hazards when glasses are removed
for de-fogging.

Lens Colors:

59149

Kohesion Safety Glasses
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First Aid Kits
Visible
distinctive
color
Honeywell
logo & label

Plastic back pad/
D-ring protector
Slotted
mating
buckle

Fall
indicator

H100 Series Safety Harnesses

Steel
D-ring

Essential, lightweight harnesses designed to meet
the most common fall protection needs — and at an
exceptional value. Five-point adjustment and sub-pelvic
straps provide a snug, yet comfortable fit. A durable
label pouch and lanyard keeper make harness
identification easy, shift after shift.
• High-visibility straps
• Snug, comfortable five-point adjustment
• Steel D-ring
• Fall indicator
• Meets ANSI Z359.11-2014, OSHA 1910.140 and OSHA
1926.502 standards

Lanyard
keepers
Elastic
keepers

Slotted
mating
buckle

48204
48205
Tongue
buckle

H100 Harness Tongue Buckle Leg
H100 Harness Mating Leg

Self-contained
and practical VELCRO®
brand label pouch

Crusader™ First Aid Kit
Be prepared for workplace injuries big and small with the Crusader. Each kit is stocked with
top-quality Direct Safety™ and other name-brand first aid essentials. Supply assortment gives you
the flexibility to treat a wide range of the most common workplace injuries. Stocked to treat 100
people, each kit costs less than a penny a day per employee.
• Contents exceed the 2015 ANSI Class A requirements
• Includes bandages, antibiotic, cold packs, eye pads, antiseptic towelettes, eyewash, gauze, nitrile
gloves, pain relievers, wound-sealing compresses, burn cream, elastic bandages and more
• Supply refills available

Crusader™ 15 First Aid Kit
54941

15-Person Kit

Crusader® 25 First Aid Kit
54943

25-Person Kit

3415M Right Angle Light

18395

18396

2765 LED Headlamp

2765 LED Headlamp

3415M Right Angle Light

Essential 10 First Aid Kit: Filled Kit
54957

Essential 25 First Aid Kit: Filled Kit
54959

/

visit conney.com/fallwinter

/

800.356.9100

25-Person Kit

Essential 50 First Aid Kit: Filled Kit
54960

more sizes & styles available

10-Person Kit

50-Person Kit

Essential First Aid Kit
All the first aid essentials needed to treat basic injuries at work. This plastic
weatherproof kit features a rubber gasket, handle and brackets for easy
mounting. Neat, orderly interior organization makes contents easy to locate.
• Contents exceed 2015 ANSI Class A requirements
• Includes bandages, antibiotic, cold packs, eye pads, antiseptic towelettes,
eyewash, gauze and more

conney.com/fallwinter

Ultra-compact and lightweight hands-free headlamp ideal for hazardous
environments. Equipped with three uniquely positioned LEDs, this small but
mighty light produces up to 155 lumens for more than nine hours. Choose from
four lighting modes (high, low, downcast, flashing) to illuminate pathways, reading
spaces and face-to-face interactions without blinding others. The full-time battery
level indicator monitors remaining battery life so you’re never left in the dark.
• Four lighting modes: high, low, downcast and flashing
• Downcast LEDs for non-blinding illumination
• Full-time battery level indicator
• Stretchy, secure cloth head strap
• Class I Division I certified

Get the job done under any circumstance with this
multi-task compact work light. It features three
lighting modes: flood (177 lumens), spot (186 lumens)
and spot/flood (336 lumens). This one versatile light
illuminates close-up tasks, wider work areas and
dark spots hundreds of yards away. The articulating
head and built-in clip directs light wherever
needed, while a heavy-duty magnet securely
attaches to steel surfaces for hands-free lighting.
• Two LED lights with three brightness levels
• Three lighting modes: flood, spot and spot/flood
• Articulating head directs light wherever needed
• Functions as a handheld light and right-angle light
• Class I, Class II and Class III Division I certified
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Safety Packs
Introducing safety packs — the latest in personal COVID protection. Each
pack protects employees, visitors and customers from unseen pathogens,
airborne contaminants and more. Choose one of our existing packs (see
below). Or completely customize with your logo and choice of PPE.

Safety Consulting,
Training and Services

Single-Use Safety Pack

Conney Safety offers a complete range of turnkey and customized safety services. All are
designed to lower your safety risk while boosting compliance and productivity. Our holistic
approach to safety and real-world solutions are why Conney Safety is the partner of choice
for companies worldwide.

Consulting and Planning

Training

Whether your safety plan needs updating
or is still in development, Conney Safety
can help take your plan from ideation to
completion. From getting management
on board to keeping employees trained,
our Certified Safety Planners can walk you
through each step of creating, executing
and maintaining a rock-solid safety program.
Our consulting expertise includes:
• Identifying workplace hazards
• Emergency preparation and response
•	Compliance: requirements
and recommendations
• And more

With more than 130 years of combined
safety experience, our Certified Safety
Planners work with you to develop and
launch tailored safety programs and training.
On-site or online, we can help you identify
strengths and weaknesses.
• Lockout/tagout
• Fall protection
• Respiratory
• Electrical arc flash
• And more

1 surgical mask, 1 pair of non-latex gloves, 2 wipes

Work Day Safety Pack
48207

3 surgical mask, 3 pair of non-latex gloves, 5 wipes

Multiple Safety Pack
48208

20 surgical mask, 5 pair of non-latex gloves, 10 wipes

Sale Policies*
Shipping Charges
All orders are shipped FOB Madison, WI, unless otherwise specified. Products considered hazardous for shipping by the U.S. DOT require special
packing; additional shipping charges may apply. For expedited shipping, please contact our Customer Service Department at 800-356-9100 for
details.
Sales Tax Required for SALES TAX REQUIRED FOR AL, AZ, AR, CA, CO, FL, GA, HI, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MI, MN, MO, MS, NC, ND, NE,
NV, NY, OH, OK, PA, RI, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT, WA, WI.
ALABAMA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, HAWAII, INDIANA, KANSAS, KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MARYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS,
MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW YORK, NORTH CAROLINA, NORTH DAKOTA, OHIO, OKLAHOMA,
PENNSYLVANIA, RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS, VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WASHINGTON and WISCONSIN customers: Add
sales tax on the total merchandise, including shipping and handling charges.
ARIZONA, COLORADO, ILLINOIS, IOWA, MAINE AND UTAH customers: Add sales tax on the total merchandise only.
Pricing and Quantity Discounts
Products, prices, and photographs are subject to change without notice. Quantity Discounts do not apply when combining sizes, colors, styles, etc.

Inspection and Facility Services
Without preventive check-ins and fine-tuning, even the strongest safety program can develop
weak spots. Make sure employees are safe, avoid OSHA fines and keep operations running at
peak performance with Conney Safety’s inspection and facility services.
Inspections
• Confined spaces
• Yearly competent person
• Fall protection
• And more

Site Safety Audits
• PPE
• Chemical management
• Compliance
• And more

Testing and Evaluations
• Powered industrial truck
• Respiratory fit testing
• Electrical glove testing
• And more

Learn how custom Safety Services
can boost your safety performance.
Contact Safety Services at 800-462-1947
or safetysupport@conney.com.

800.462.1947
/ safetysupport@conney.com
/ visit conney.com/fallwinter / 800.356.9100

Returns and Exchanges — CALL 800-356-9100
If for any reason you are dissatisfied with your order, call us within 60 days of the sale date for resolution of the problem and for return shipping
instructions. You must contact Conney Safety’s Customer Service Department prior to returning any products. Items must be returned within 30
days of the Return Goods Authorization date. All returns must be shipped prepaid, in resalable condition, and are subject to inspection for damage or
misuse prior to issuance of a credit or refund. Special order and drop ship items are subject to the prior approval and the returned goods policy of the
manufacturer, which may include restocking fees. Items with custom artwork or imprints and custom ordered locks are not returnable, unless the return
is due to our error.
Convenient Hours
Our Customer Service Department is available from 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. CT (Mon – Fri) for taking orders, order assistance, and product questions.
Take advantage of our Same Day Shipment on credit approved orders by placing your order by 5:00 p.m. CT (Mon – Fri) at 800-356-9100. Of course,
our web site, www.conney.com, is available 24/7. If you’re not sure which product to use in your specific application, we offer free Technical Support
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. CT (Mon – Fri) at 800-462-1947.
Privacy Policy
Conney Safety will occasionally send catalogs, e-mail, and/or faxes to individuals who have given us their contact information. From time to time we
trade names and addresses but not telephone, email, or fax information with other reputable companies whose products or services might interest
you. If you would prefer not to receive catalogs, e-mails, or faxes from Conney Safety or would like your name excluded from being traded, please call
us at 800-356-9100 or send us an email (please include your name and mailing address in the message) at safety@conney.com.
We collect click-stream data and HTTP protocol elements through access logs. This information is not personally identifiable and is used for website
and system administration including: research and development, user analysis, and business decision-making. We place cookies on all website visitor
hard drives to collect aggregate information on the number of visitors to our site and the number of pages viewed. Cookies can be removed through
the tools available on your internet browser.
Please contact us at csmgmt@conney.com if you feel any aspect of this information privacy policy has been violated.
*By placing your order with Conney Safety, you agree to the Policies set forth above, as well as those on Conney Safety’s website and WESCO’s
website. Conney’s policies and terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Please review the Terms and Conditions of Use contained
on our website at www.conney.com for the most recent terms applicable to your order. Terms and Conditions are subject to all applicable rules,
regulations, approvals, and certifications in effect from time to time.

conney.com/fallwinter

Assessments
•	Emergency notification
system
• Spill and leak remediation
• Arc flash risk
• And more

more sizes & styles available

48206
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3202 Latham Drive, P.O. Box 44190
Madison, WI 53744-4190
CUSTOMER NUMBER

Stay Up
& Running
Complete COVID Protection Solutions
Whether you’re preparing to re-open or
responding to a workplace COVID outbreak,
Conney Safety has the experience, training
and products you need keep workers and
customers safe.
From safety training to social distancing gear
and protective supplies, our experienced
workplace safety experts are here to help you
confidently re-open — and stay open — while
minimizing your viral risk.
• COVID prevention and response training
• Social distancing shields and signage
• Face masks, respirators, face shields,
gloves and more
• Cleaners and disinfectants
• Decontamination services
• And more
Find out more about Conney Safety’s
COVID protection solutions by
contacting Safety Services.

more sizes & styles available

/

www.conney.com
/ 800.356.9100
/ 800.356.9100

visit conney.com/fallwinter

